
Embark on your tech-enabled digital transformation journey at The Certis 
Experience. Here, Certis specialists work closely with you, partnering you to 
co-create customised state-of-the-art technology solutions that meet your needs, 
transform your operations and drive your desired business outcomes.

As our tech-powered executive briefing centre (EBC), The Certis Experience hosts onsite 
and digital explorations of your customised solutions. Our EBC houses a 270-degree screen for 
an immersive experience, while our digital EBC offers interactive virtual tours amidst COVID-19’s 
low-touch economy.

We invite you to experience the future of business with us.

THE CERTIS 
EXPERIENCE
BUILD, CO-CREATE AND 
GROW TOGETHER IN OUR 
COLLABORATIVE SPACE



EXPERIENCE THE BENEFITS OF 
THE CERTIS EXPERIENCE

EBC in Hong Kong

EBC in Singapore

EBC in Australia

Visit virtual 
environments, 
including our living lab 
collaboration locations

View the implementation  
of diverse solutions Engage in presentations 

and explore solutions
Connect with the 
Certis talents behind 
our solutions

Enjoy real-time digital 
EBC experiences

Experience Certis’ 
solutions and 
capabilities first hand
• Security Systems 

• Operations 
Management Platforms 

• Command Centre

• Integrated Facility 
Management 

• Digital Workforce

Experience solutions 
virtually before 
implementing 
them on site

EBC

DIGITAL EBC

Our EBC will develop and deliver customised solutions that have been trialled and tested to meet diverse 
business needs. Visit us and enjoy a personalised experience tailored for your business.

With Certis’ digital EBC, we bring our solutions to you. This interactive streaming and video conferencing 
platform allows you to take an in-depth tour of your customised solutions from anywhere in the world – 
giving you the ability to visualise solutions designed for your business needs before you commit.  



Watch our solutions come to life through an immersive 360 experience that is curated to suit your unique interests 
and requirements. See first hand how our practical real-world solutions complement your business expertise, uplift your 
service offerings and deliver strategic insights to drive your operations.

Join us at The Certis Experience and explore the possibilities with us.

EXPLORE OUR CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS

CERTIS

For further information, please email info@certisgroup.com

Certis is a leading outsourced services partner that designs, builds and operates multi-disciplinary smart security and integrated services. 
Our multi-service offerings leverage our strong heritage in security, and are augmented by applied AI solutions. These solutions are part of our 
comprehensive technology development and systems integration capabilities that are fully cyber secure by design.

We forge deep partnerships with our customers in the private and public sector. Our customers trust in our unique principle of Operational-Design 
First, and share our belief that technology and operations must work hand-in-hand, not in silos. 
 
With your business needs firmly in mind, we first seek to understand your operations thoroughly, so that we co-create the perfect experience that 
drives optimal outcomes for you. Underpinned by robust process design, we will operationalise the full turn-key solution that guarantees results.
 
At Certis, we seamlessly orchestrate security, facilities management and customer experience for greater cost efficiencies that empower your 
future. We are committed to building a safer, smarter, better and more sustainable business for you.

Certis is headquartered in Singapore, with an international presence that extends to Australia, Hong Kong, Macau, China and Qatar.

certisgroup.com
+65 6747 2888


